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The   Dead   Bird     
by   Margaret   Wise   Brown   

  
A   group   of   children   discover   a   dead   bird   in   the   park   and   
give   it   a   proper   burial.   Classic   author   Margaret   Wise   
Brown   (Goodnight   Moon,   The   Runaway   Bunny)   offers   a   
frank   explanation   of   death   and   a   sensitive   portrayal   of   
how   children   react   to   it.   (ages   4-8)   

 

Ida,   Always     
by   Caron   Levis   

  
Gus   and   Ida   are   two   polar   bears   living   in   Central   Park   
Zoo.   When   Gus   learns   that   Ida   is   sick   and   will   not   get   
better,   the   two   friends   spend   Ida’s   last   days   laughing,   
cuddling,   and   whispering.   Gus   learns   that   Ida   will   
always   be   with   him.   (ages   4-8)   

 

Cry   Heart,   But   Never   Break     
by   Glenn   Ringtved   

  
Four   grandchildren   try   to   keep   Death   away   from   their   
ailing   grandmother.   Death   gently   explains   his   work   as   
part   of   the   natural   order   to   life   and   helps   them   say   
goodbye.   (ages   4-8)   
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The   Goodbye   Book   
by   Todd   Parr   

  
Illustrations   and   brief   text   relate   how   a   person   might   
feel   when   they   lose   someone   they   love.   Through   the   
lens   of   a   pet   fish   who   has   lost   his   companion,   Todd   Parr   
tells   a   moving   and   wholly   accessible   story   about   saying   
goodbye.   Touching   upon   the   host   of   emotions   children   
experience,   Todd   reminds   readers   that   it's   okay   not   to   
know   all   the   answers,   and   that   someone   will   always   be   
there   to   support   them.         (ages   4-8)   

 

The   Memory   Tree   
by   Britta   Teckentrup  

  
Fox   has   lived   a   long   and   happy   life   in   the   forest.   One   
day,   he   lies   down   in   his   favourite   clearing,   takes   a   deep   
breath   and   falls   asleep   for   ever.   Before   long,   Fox's   
friends   begin   to   gather   in   the   clearing.   One   by   one,   they   
tell   stories   of   the   special   moments   that   they   shared   
with   Fox.   And,   as   they   share   their   memories,   a   tree  
blooms,   big   and   strong,   eventually   watching   over   all   the   
friends,   just   as   Fox   did   when   he   was   alive.   (ages   4-8)   

 

Grandpa’s   Top   Threes     
by   Wendy   Meddour   

  
Henry   loves   talking   to   his   Grandpa,   but   Grandpa   hasn’t   
been   very   talkative   these   days;   he’d   rather   work   in   his   
garden.   Henry   encourages   Grandpa   to   talk   by   playing   
their   favorite   game,   Top   Threes,   which   leads   to   the   
revelation   that   Grandpa   is   mourning   Granny.   A   tender   
story   with   moving,   eloquent   prose.   (ages   3-6)   
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Big   Cat,   Little   Cat   
by   Elisha   Cooper   

  
There   was   a   cat   who   lived   alone.   Until   the   day   a   new   cat   
came   .   .   .   And   so   a   story   of   friendship   begins,   following   
the   two   cats   through   their   days,   months,   and   years   until   
one   day,   the   older   cat   has   to   go.   And   he   doesn’t   come   
back.   This   is   a   poignant   story,   told   in   measured   text   and   
bold   black-and-white   illustrations   about   the   act   of   
moving   on.       (ages   3-8)   

 

The   Rough   Patch   
by   Brian   Lies   

  
  Farmer   Evan   and   his   dog   do   everything   together   and,   
especially,   in   the   garden   but   when   his   dog   passes   away   
Evan   lets   his   garden   fill   with   weeds   until   a   pumpkin   vine   
brings   new   hope.   (ages   4-7)   

 

My   Father’s   Arms   Are   a   Boat     
by   Stein   Erik   Lunde   

  
A   father   and   son   spend   time   together   after   the   boy’s   
mother   dies.   The   death   is   referred   to   quietly,   once;   the   
main   part   of   the   story   remains   on   the   father   and   son,   
and   the   bond   they   share.   Beautifully   written,   translated   
from   Norwegian.   (ages   4-10)   
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The   Heart   and   the   Bottle     
by   Oliver   Jeffers   

  
There   is   a   wonder   and   magic   to   childhood.   We   don't   
realize   it   at   the   time,   of   course   .   .   .   yet   the   adults   in   our   
lives   do.   They   encourage   us   to   see   things   in   the   stars,   to   
find   joy   in   colors   and   laughter   as   we   play.   
But   what   happens   when   that   special   someone   who   
encourages   such   wonder   and   magic   is   no   longer   
around?   We   can   hide,   we   can   place   our   heart   in   a   bottle   
and   grow   up   .   .   .   or   we   can   find   another   special   someone   
who   understands   the   magic.   And   we   can   encourage   
them   to   see   things   in   the   stars,   find   joy   among   colors   
and   laughter   as   they   play.   (ages   4-8)   

 

Katie   Woo:   Goodbye   to   Goldie   
by   Fran   Manushkin   

  
Katie   Woo’s   beloved   golden   retriever,   Goldie,   dies.   
Katie   grieves,   but   is   grateful   for   her   happy   memories.   A   
touching   book   for   readers   experiencing   the   death   of   a   
pet.   (ages   5-8)   

 

Duck,   Death,   and   the   Tulip   
by   Wolf   Erlbruch   

  
In   a   strangely   heart-warming   story,   a   duck   strikes   up   an   
unlikely   friendship   with   Death.   Death,   Duck   and   the   
Tulip   will   intrigue,   haunt   and   enchant   readers   of   all   
ages.   Simple,   warm,   and   witty,   this   book   deals   with   a   
difficult   subject   in   a   way   that   is   elegant,   
straightforward,   and   life-affirming.   (ages   8-11)   
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Death   is   Stupid   
By   Anastasia   Higginbotham   

  
"She's   in   a   better   place   now,"   adults   say   again   and   again.   
But   mortality   doesn't   seem   better,   it   seems   stupid.   This   
forthright   exploration   of   grief   and   mourning   recognizes   
the   anger,   confusion,   and   fear   that   we   feel   about   death.   
Necessary,   beautiful,   and   ultimately   reassuring.   (ages   8   
and   up)   

 

Counting   by   7s   
by   Holly   Goldberg   Sloan   

  
Twelve-year-old   Willow   loses   both   parents   in   a   car   
accident,   leaving   her   to   find   her   place   in   the   world.   
(ages   10-14)   

 

A   Monster   Calls   
by   Patrick   Ness  

  
Thirteen-year-old   Conor   awakens   one   night   to   find   a   
monster   outside   his   bedroom   window,   but   not   the   one   
from   the   recurring   nightmare   that   began   when   his   
mother   became   ill--an   ancient,   wild   creature   that   wants   
him   to   face   truth   and   loss.   (ages   11-14)   
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The   Remarkable   Journey   of   Coyote   Sunrise     
by   Dan   Gemeinhart   

  
A   girl   and   her   father   spend   five   years   living   on   the   road   
out   of   an   old   school   bus   after   her   mother   and   two   
sisters   die   in   a   car   crash.   She   is   determined   to   get   her   
father   to   drive   back   to   their   neighborhood   park,   where   
she   can   retrieve   her   memory   box   before   the   park   is   
destroyed…   and   in   the   process,   bring   closure   to   her   
family.   (ages   9-14)   

 

The   Girl   With   More   Than   One   Heart     
by   Laura   Geringer   Bass     

  
Briana   is   starting   her   eighth   grade   year   when   her   father   
dies   of   a   sudden   heart   problem.   Her   mother   spirals   into   
grief,   leaving   Briana   with   the   responsibility   of   caring   for   
her   5-year-old   brother,   Aaron,   who’s   on   the   autism   
spectrum.   Briana,   devastated   by   the   sudden   death   of   
her   dad,   imagines   she   has   a   new   heart   growing   deep   
inside   her   belly   that   gives   advice   in   her   father's   voice,   
providing   her   with   the   support   she   needs   to   navigate   
through   her   grief.         (ages   10-13)   

  

Ms.   Bixby’s   Last   Day   
by   John   David   Anderson   

  
Three   school   friends   give   their   dying   teacher   the   best   

day   ever.   (ages   8-13)   


